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With William Shatner, Rosemary Ellen Guiley, Chris French, Philip Imbrogno. Weird or What
examines the possibility of parallel worlds. First All Episodes (28 ). Lake Michigan; and, a
blinding double flash of light over the Indian Ocean sends a nation into panic. Back to All
Episodes for William Shatner's Weird or What?.
Watch full episodes of Weird or What? and get the latest breaking news, exclusive videos and
pictures, episode recaps and much more at William Shatner. We're all fascinated by mysteries
and strange phenomena. join science fiction legend William Shatner as we investigate all that's
weird in the Episode view all related dvds view all related news view all related listings by
William Shatner, each episode of Weird or What? contains three separate stories of the.
William Shatner is back at work this week, the 80 year-old actor has just started work on the
second season of Weird or What, Shatner's.
Join science fiction legend William Shatner as we investigate all that's weird in We're all
fascinated by mysteries and strange phenomena. EPISODE GUIDE. In this irresistible series,
we investigate all that is weird in the world and ask - is it and beyond, William Shatners Weird
or What? combines fun, populist stories with Each episode features a collection of outrageous
stories that will leave. William Shatner will be hosting. Each episode will look at weird things
including medical oddities and paranormal activity. See Full Episode Guide. Each episode of
Weird or What? features three stories of the bizarre and unexplained. Hosted by William
Shatner, the show examines supernatural and. William Shatner investigates three astonishing
ancient mysteries: A year-old In this new part series, sci-fi legend William Shatner
investigates all. Watching the finished episode, I feel like the producers treated me fairly, and I
coming from the walls, but I never addressed that issue at all.
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